
















































capital’s smaller

recall anyplace I ever lived there where 

multipath was bad you couldn’t see 

long before anybody started talking 

apartment two city blocks from where I used to work 

rackful of satellite gear 20 feet south and the phone switch 

room to the east 

flat signal flashing orange text  
 
we’re never alone latest

with colleagues every day

from area originally

even low power with areas in metro 

apartment faces SE 

since phasing nothing viewable

organized by appetitive struggle, 

statistically speaking they’re all the same metro

global emerging era of the signal

3MSKWH54 isomorphic counties need improbable vehicle



room to the east 

flat signal flashing orange text  
 
we’re never alone latest

with colleagues every day

from area originally

even low power with areas in metro 

apartment faces SE 

since phasing nothing viewable

organized by appetitive struggle, 

statistically speaking they’re all the same metro

global emerging era of the signal

3MSKWH54 isomorphic counties need improbable vehicle

thud brain stem

pull plexus tetany

as images and intermod receiver  

low cloud cover

antenna farm in north suburb graft

RF brain a covert relativism

thud brain stem

pull plexus tetany

as images and intermod receiver  

low cloud cover

antenna farm in north suburb graft

RF brain covert

view of each one of the straggler towers 

annealed city target

here pre-transition adjutant

assuming fringe culpable

where I relax

You which went back 

and having a hard time those who live close

can tell I’m here to pay for good

circular or for you and listings population weaken

dim pillowy curve

but a lot of people left the capital

but impaled 



ends up fingering over employ

there are rumors 

I have nothing against 

even working nights fried by the signal

friendly to the boundary coddling tourism

looking straight through

the motherfuckers 3MSKWH54

griping about it constantly prolled

You again:

Quote:
If capable worming local general callous

result skins without water

stand calculate miracle tug that 

fallopian proclivity to perpetual tourism

lower regions consumption in DE river points Trenton

documents that swam in the trucks

help you get idea of what’s out there



generating cchance of pretwists work

http://www.signalfool.com/
http://www.towerinthehills.org/

although not guaranteed to work at location

network of its warranty state—

I was usually about 30 miles NW of downtown

a 2nd-floor apartment facing SE

I never moved it seemed to work

wiped inaccurate cleanser

cost of peopling abilities versus theirs

general mood of the rooms

clone ligature helped to uncurb as stat
made a number of negative comments, I received no response

picked up, moved under position

bad warmer weather and same vicinity wind bloat 

the pressure asymmetric underbelly  

today, as if decades ago, remains pregnant with identity

dwells on largo 3MSKWH54



Masses of them convulsively

but if you’re still closer than 10 miles, I’m still here

20 miles away you might as well be 50 and so on

same amount of space just filling it with a shorter distance per unit 

didn’t become undesirable self-pity

but grimacing indiscreetly definitely not as desirable either

if there is any kind of interference

assigned amount strongarm before group motive 

myth and you letting the state win

state letting me win ascetic betray points warranted a priori

or maliciously discipline, harass

wish we didn’t have to do it.

native company informs tourisms CC:IEfr 
 
belief weighted twitch 

nodding off my clone practically still in the same windpipe 

where I reside in bottom and sides 

crawls bottom the tops of people’s heads 



access to improve steps are pushing overt successes 

where success in brat panacea
rubbernecking sections level wreck

device long it took to frack rubber guts

pull transition back to their old effective power 

raised prior year derivatives with this 

can be assigned to the same interface if

go into this compartment harmonious and want none

tape with wall-to-wall utopian

although spoil 

nearby, though, they were working

I frequently happened to germinating single the organum

not a chance interfacial drumming

way of not asking but telling

if I do do it, stare at it long enough it seems to be moving

I swear that I make eye contact

motherfucker who said 

I accidentally create the memory of the two of us 

alone, if it isn’t working first advice given right off the bat 



it isn’t working

which blanks when the temporarily out

has to be estimated commercially made outside 

have RSE96K amateur knowledge 

$$$ able to watch then discover

television in the waiting room I watch it

take it or genetic.

I do it. I do it and the depatterns swim in the trucks

even get the documents to float

entry-level

everything that happened before it

deference, not representational subterfuge 

anyone know if file from the capital? The State building.





















































































































design supply components

signal growth limb 125 W. State Street 

sections in pre-code oceanic

assembly chamber 

match style original wing 95%

dome repel attacks

maximum security units

centennial lumps unattachable lapels 
 
gresham’s law like it ruined everything we built

safely clothing, with colleagues everyday

surround the dome

recreate develop skins

alive with mechanical giggle that

unnamed tracking colleagues

on roof, silver sensor leveled at the tower 

signal prior to inflate

commute

sorely at threat



heels sloshing

I can barely keep the shoes on

paedic tetany pools

possibly ossfies parent vibration?

locally self

private device

any problem or job

two to three story brick sectioned off living quarters
 
subdivision and sale of the original lots

non-coinciding grids

asymmetrical patchwork

inordinately surthoughts

three-sided projecting upper story oriel

unnamed tracking colleagues

employment in blockish 

social folds

outs show statewide entitled

squashed



officers through amputation

deformities spine through suspension

rub ingrained thereby raised sore

accompanies low whine similar buzz

unwanted employee glow among colleagues

spotty transmissions

once vacuum dry portals encourage map

apartment that faces SE
 
parsed whining lazily

grief as a wearable cone

slow movement at the back of my heels

I didn’t realize it at the time

but something soft holding up my body

and a slight draft at the rim of impossibly heavy shoes

lifted startled and device or not responsible

crassy with it that it must be instinct

after tangy idle mouth

impossibly to figure how long



awkward spaz assumes meter

aware of presence in close proximity

flat & graft replacement

belief cling neuroeconomy

when looked at long enough appears to be moving

stringy membrane apartment that faces SE
 
limits of the surrounding building

superstructure but as it happens

medicaments to production

duration tetany

arousal secures

target posture

local market unmask

packs alone

illness

subject-in-processable colleague appears to be moving

I tug at the straps, just curious, not trying to leave

default vocation



mute coupled shoulders

people around us misreading whiny pulse

each shoulder locked in aviation

category uncrushable gains

an inhuman face

possible clear primitive splay foot
 
all fluid and homogenous

pull brain out to

plexus reveals self-ochered tissue

types stabalized
























